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This major clinical reference and text may be the first volume to systematically address the complete
process of neuropsychological assessment and intervention with older adults. Evidence-based assessment
and intervention strategies are explained, and specific guidance is supplied for linking neuropsychological
evaluation to individualized treatment planning. The professional editors and contributors fine detail the
existing state of knowledge about frequently encountered conditions ranging from slight cognitive
impairment to progressive, stable, and reversible dementias. Demonstrating an array of cognitive training,
compensatory, and psychotherapeutic techniques, the volume displays how these can successfully be used
to boost patients' functioning and quality of life.
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 It would be very helpful to a trainee performing a gerontopsych rotation, or even to a psychologist who is
just starting an evaluation practice, especially provided the (cliche alert) aging population. Other resources
helped me with the differential, but this reserve turned out to be an excellent reference not merely for
differential and prognosis, but also for producing useful recommendations about such things as driving,
external storage aides, family interactions, etc. Three Stars I do nothing like e books with regards to
school books Awesome book Awesome book, nicely written by their authors, easy reading and great
balance between time invested and the data it brings.Very useful to this generalist I purchased the book
because We had accepted a neuropsychology referral, getting the only real psychologist providing
assessment in a rural region, and I did not have the training to reach at a complete list of
recommendation. The publication may not be all that helpful to an expert gerontopsychologist, but I am a
generalist clinical/evaluation psychologist, which text helped me reach meaningful recommendations. A
must read reserve for geriatric related areas.
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